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ABSTRACT
My search for creative inspiration often leads 
to explorations in natural and built environ-
ments. Being physically immersed in an 
environment offers endless vantage points, 
as well as points of focus; allowing all senses 
to function as receptors of surrounding data. 
Observations stimulate thoughts and ideas, 
which inspire experiments. Projects are born, 
sometimes out of the smallest details. 
In a series of projects I explore the possibilities 
of using physical environments as primary 
source of inspiration and input in the creation 
of tools that function in design contexts. 
right: Pollak Building, Richmond.
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INTRODUCTION
The direction of my thesis projects evolved 
naturally. My curiosity for observing and 
exploring my surroundings dates back to my 
early childhood.
  
  
                                         I remember my fascination with animals and plants,
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
collecting tiny pieces of colorful frosted glass washed ashore,
 
                                                                    magnified and distorted images in a drop of rainwater,
                                                                                                                                                                                                              
shiny thread of spiderweb caught in the wind,
                                               a view framed by a window,
                                                                                                                                                  
   
                                                                         a moving shadow,
             a reflection,
                                     
                                                  a ripple, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                    a hue.
1312
As I got older my interest in spaces, places, 
objects, forms, and details led me in the 
direction of three-dimensional design. While 
studying interior design, I became interested 
in formal compositions created when 
volumes were flattened into two-dimensional 
views. Basic elements such as form, color, 
texture, pattern were universal to many 
creative disciplines, and their translations 
from one context to the other resulted in inter-
esting outcomes. This made me curious to 
explore other disciplines as well. I was 
particularly drawn to graphic design, a field 
flexible in incorporating and synthesizing input 
from various external sources.
Zak Kyes’ book Forms of Inquiry: The 
Architecture of Critical Graphic Design, is a 
collection of multidisciplinary projects that 
bridge architecture and graphic design. Works 
include translations between two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional environments.
A project from the book that stood out for 
me was Karel Martens and David Bennewith’s 
2007 poster for the Architectural Association. 
The poster extracts formal elements from 
Le Courbusier’s Notre Dame du Haut 
Ronchamp Cathedral, and translates them
into a two-dimensional composition. The 
extracted architectural forms are transformed 
into visual communication. Furthermore, the 
process of distancing content from original 
context diverts the focus toward specific details 
that might be lost within a larger context.  
Karel Martens and David Bennewith, poster for the Architectural Association (2007). 
image from www.formsofinquiry.com
1514 View of downtown Richmond from the City Hall’s observation deck.
An image of a cityscape captures a collection 
of buildings, streets, trees, people, etc. The 
buildings consist of walls, windows, and doors, 
and if we look close enough we can see that 
the windows are composed of smaller parts. 
One begins to notice squares, lines, and other 
shapes. The environments that surround us 
include countless numbers of parts. All of 
these parts have distinct forms; some geo-
metric and others organic. Forms interact and 
intersect with one another to create visual 
compositions, grids and patterns of thick 
and thin lines, intersecting and overlapping, 
converging and dispersing into the distance. 
Each form is a result of a series of events and 
conditions, man-made, and/or natural.
On a September morning I was looking down 
from the observation deck on the top floor 
of Richmond, Virginia’s City Hall. Seeing clus-
ters of trees popping up from between blocks 
of buildings, their green and dense bodies 
contributed to the visual composition in front 
of me. I imagined that in a few months 
these trees would shed their leaves, becoming 
transparent, as they slowly transform the 
visual composition I was seeing. In a different 
part of the city, the shapes of rocks under 
the flowing waters of the James River 
were being continuously distorted and trans-
formed when viewed from above the water’s 
surface. Just like the changing of seasons, 
the event of flowing water becomes a process 
that leads to the creation of new forms.
Although we are surrounded by such details, 
they are not always instantly noticeable. 
Within the larger context of busy environments 
details are often in danger of being overshad-
owed and overlooked. Sometimes they are 
discovered as a result of careful observation, 
and other times by pure serendipity.
Over the past two years, a series of projects 
evolved from discoveries in various natural 
and built environments. In some of these proj-
ects, found details became the main subject 
I explored. At other times observations were 
translated into tools that functioned to create 
and communicate. In the process, details 
were selected and extracted from their original 
physical settings, and translated into different 
contexts and disciplines. What follows is a 
selection of my environmental discoveries, 
and the series of creative stories they inspired.
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A WALK IN THE WOODS
Forests create an infinite amount of shapes 
and textures. Delicate details that make up 
such dense natural environments are in dan-
ger of being overshadowed and dismissed.
A Walk in the Woods is a time based project 
created during 2012 Fall Graduate Workshop. 
It originated from a simple walk along a 
nature trail by the James River, where I set out 
to find natural objects that resembled letter-
forms. Realizing how camouflaged individual 
elements were in the dense forest texture, 
I decided to create a project that focused on 
these small details.
Once all of the letters were found, I created a 
four minute video documenting the process 
of assembling them into a verbal/visual 
narrative that communicated my experience 
discovering the forms in the forest. The indi-
vidual introduction of letters, and the gradual 
composition into words aimed to reflect my 
slow stroll through the natural environment in 
search of the unique forms.
right: Forest trail along the James River, Richmond. 
1918 Natural letterforms found in the forest. 
2120 Video frames showing assembling of natural forms into a verbal/visual narrative.
2322
ISSUE 3
In our Fall 2012 Graduate Workshop, we were 
challenged to create Issue 3, a twelve page 
book about a sporting event that was unfamiliar 
to us. I chose to attend a NASCAR event at 
Richmond International Raceway. 
I wanted my book to objectively portray 
the scale, density and dynamism of the race, 
while also reflecting my own point of view. 
Compared to the thousands of well–informed 
spectators and enthusiastic fans my knowledge 
about the race was very limited. I found myself 
interested in the details within the colorful 
environment. I was mostly drawn to the domi-
nance of signs, logos, and team numbers. Cars 
were covered in a collage of colorful stickers, 
letters and numbers. Marks and messages 
were placed next to one another, making use of 
even the smallest spaces available. I Decided 
to zoom into these complex visual composi-
tions, and focus on the individual forms. It was 
similar to walking in a dense forest in search 
of details, but this time it was in a completely 
different, built environment.
left: NASCAR, Richmond International Raceway.
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During class, we had been looking at 
designer Willem Sandberg’s hand torn paper 
forms. Tearing forms without the use of 
traditional tools resulted in uneven, frayed 
edges. The outcome reflected the attention 
and time put into creating each one. 
Using such an analog technique to extract 
forms seemed appropriate in visually 
communicating my personal focus on the 
individual details of the race.
I chose construction paper as the medium, 
because the bright colors available in a 
standard block of construction paper were ideal 
in reflecting the colors of the vibrant race envi-
ronment. Additionally, the construction paper’s 
coarse grain emphasized the rough, organic 
edge when torn, making the hand tearing tech-
nique more noticeable.
In my book, the torn forms were laid out to 
compose a verbal/visual narrative that commu-
nicated facts about the sporting event, such as 
location, date, duration and length of the race. 
left and right: Hand torn paper letterforms.
2726 Spread from Issue 3. 
2928
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RAIN PRINTS
On a rainy day, I noticed something interesting 
happening outside of my window. Round 
rain droplets hitting the window screen were 
transforming into digital impressions of 
tiny squares; their resolution dictated by the 
fiberglass mesh. Once in contact with the 
screen, some droplets ran down, leaving be-
hind a perfectly straight trail. Others falling 
at greater speeds and at different angles creat-
ed diagonal lines across the gridded surface. 
The visual characteristics of these temporary 
forms were determined by factors such as 
volume, speed, and direction of the rain. Once 
it stopped raining, all of these fleeting marks 
dried and disappeared. Unless noticed, they 
were permanently lost. 
The screen on my window was made to be 
as transparent as possible to not block the 
exterior view. When looking out of the window, 
I would generally focus my eyes somewhere 
beyond the screen—leaving the screen 
out of my focus. It was a simple adjustment 
of focus that led to the discovery of these tiny 
ephemeral forms.
Within this discovery, I was particularly drawn 
to the instantaneous translation of organic 
forms into digital ones. Experimenting with 
methods of emulating this process, I aimed 
to transform temporary forms that would be 
lost, into permanent ones. Choosing India 
ink as a lasting substitute for rain, I splashed 
it onto pieces of window screen at various 
directions, speeds and amounts. Placing the 
inked screens onto paper caused the black 
markings to be absorbed and transferred from 
one surface to the other. Through this process, 
ephemeral forms were transformed into 
permanent ones. 
Transformation of rain drops into digital forms on window screen.
3534
“Working with a large number of dots gives 
a rich variety of formulations: simple rows 
of dots, vertical and horizontal rows of dots 
(grid pattern), grouping, free and selective 
scattering, massing, variability in size, grey 
tone and color, and in texture.” 
Armin Hofmann, Graphic Design Manual, 
Principles and Practice, 1965
Forms created using ink and window screen.
3736
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Other experiments with the window screen and 
ink involved the creation of letterforms. Using a 
dropper I drew the letters onto the screen that 
was layered on top of paper. Lifting the screen 
off, the marks were transfered from the grid 
onto the paper’s surface.
With this process the outcomes were difficult 
to control as the ink would run in various 
directions once it was applied onto the screen, 
similar to the ephemeral forms that were creat-
ed on the window when it started raining.
left and right: Process of creating letterforms using ink and window screen.
4342
left: Full alphabet created using ink and window screen. 
right: The letter “B”.
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Commenting on his forms 
Alexander Calder states: 
“None of this is fixed. Each element can 
move, shift, or sway back and forth in 
a changing relation to each of the other 
elements in the universe. Thus they 
reveal not only isolated moments, but a 
physical law of variation among the 
events of life.” 
Calder: Gravity and Grace, 2004
right: James River, Richmond.
4746 Ripples on the surface of the James River. 
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RIVER FORMS
The James River is one of my favorite places 
to visit in Richmond. In some areas of the 
river there are large rocks protruding from the 
surface of the water. When the water is low, 
it is possible to reach the middle of the river by 
hopping from one rock to the other.
One day, I was sitting on a large rock worn 
smooth by the river, and looking down at the 
water flowing gently around obstacles in 
its path. I noticed the variety of textures and 
patterns of ripples that were forming on the 
surface of the water. These were created 
by the water’s interaction with other objects, 
such as rocks, fallen tree trunks, and reed. 
The water was shallow, making the small rocks 
and pieces of shells covering the bottom of 
the river clearly visible. These objects were 
physically stationary, yet due to the undulating 
movement on the water’s surface, they 
were continuously morphing into new forms 
when viewed from above. Every moment was 
unique and fleeting.
In his project Tree Drawings (2006), artist 
Tim Knowles uses trees as drawing instru-
ments. By attaching pens on the ends 
of tree branches, and placing white surfaces 
in their reach, he lets natural conditions 
such as the flexibility of branches, wind direc-
tion, and wind strength take over in creating 
gestural marks. Black lines and squiggles on 
white surfaces reflect three-dimensional 
motion translated into two-dimensional con-
text. Temporary becomes permanent. 
My aim was to use the James River as a tool 
to generate new forms. Printing simple and 
recognizable shapes on paper—straight lines, 
squares and circles—I positioned each one 
under the water in an area of the river. Setting 
up a camera I began photographing the 
outcomes. 
The ripples on the surface of the water 
transformed straight lines into organic 
waves, zig zags and gradients. Each photo-
graph captured a different formal composition, 
which reflected the unique momentary 
conditions that contributed to its creation.
Simple and recognizable forms that were submerged under the water in the river.
5150 Process of submerging printed forms in the James River to observe their visual transformations. 
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left: Straight lines, before they are submerged under the water.
right: Same lines, after they are submerged under the water in the river.
5554 Unique visual compositions created when straight lines are submerged under the water.
5756
left: A straight line, before it is submerged under the water.
right: The transformation of the same line after it is submerged under the water.
5958 Unique lines created when a straight line is submerged under the water.
6160 A circle, before and after it is submerged under the water.
6362 A Square, before and after it is submerged under the water.
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I also submerged letterforms under the water 
in the James River. Choosing Helvetica as the 
typeface because of its minimal and geometric 
features that contrasted the organic distortions 
of the water, I aimed to observe the amount 
of transformation that resulted. Following 
pages demonstrate some of the outcomes of 
this experiment.
right: Letterforms submerged under the water in the James River.
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A B C D
E F G H
I J K L
M N O P
Q R S T
U V W X
Y Z
left: Letters of the alphabet in the Helvetica typeface.
right: Same letters after they are submerged under the water.
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A B C D
E F G H
I J K L
M N O P
Q R S T
U V W X
Y Z
left: Letters of the alphabet in the Helvetica typeface, in a smaller point size.
right: Same letters under the water. Smaller letters were distorted with larger undulations.
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0 1 2 3
4 5 6 7
8 9
left: Numbers in the Helvetica typeface.
right: Same numbers, after they are submerged under the water.
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Along with photographs, video recordings 
were also created of the visual distortions that 
took place when forms were placed under 
the water in the river. Every time the video 
was paused, a different variation of the forms 
would be captured. I decided to communicate 
the continuous form generating potential 
of the river through a poster. A frame was 
extracted from the video every second and 
composed together to create a 24x36in 
layout. Each frame captured a slightly 
different variation of the alphabet. One hun-
dred different typefaces were created in 
one hundred seconds by the James River.
Poster communicating form generating potential of the river.
The James River is one of my favorite places to visit in Richmond. In some 
areas of the river there are large rocks protruding from the surface of the 
water. When the water is low, it is possible to reach the middle of the river by 
hopping from one rock to the other. One day, I was sitting on a large rock worn 
smooth by the river, and looking down at the water flowing gently around 
obstacles in its path. I noticed the variety of textures and patterns of ripples 
that were forming on the surface of the water. These were created by the 
water’s interaction with other objects, such as rocks, fallen tree trunks, and 
reed. The water was shallow, making the small rocks and pieces of shells 
covering the bottom of the river clearly visible. These objects were physically 
stationary, yet due to the undulating movement on the water’s surface, 
they were continuously morphing into new forms when viewed from above.
100 UNIQUE TYPEFACES
CREATED IN 100 SECONDS
BY THE JAMES RIVER A B C D
E F G H
I J K L
M N O P
Q R S T
U V W X
Y Z
  00:01
  00:02   00:03   00:04   00:05   00:06   00:07   00:08   00:09   00:10   00:11   00:12
  00:13   00:14   00:15   00:16   00:17   00:18   00:19   00:20   00:21   00:22
  00:24   00:25   00:26   00:27   00:28   00:29   00:30   00:31   00:32   00:33
  00:35   00:36   00:37   00:38   00:39   00:40   00:41   00:42   00:43   00:44
  00:46   00:47   00:48   00:49   00:50   00:51   00:52   00:53   00:54   00:55
  00:57   00:58   00:59   01:01   01:02   01:03   01:04   01:05   01:06
  01:08   01:09   01:10   01:11   01:12   01:13   01:14   01:15   01:16   01:17
  01:19   01:20   01:21   01:22   01:23   01:24   01:25   01:26   01:27   01:28
  01:30   01:31   01:32   01:33   01:34   01:35   01:36   01:37   01:38   01:39
  00:23
  00:34
  00:45
  00:56
  01:07
  01:18
  01:29
  01:40
I decided to use the river as a tool to generate new forms. After printing the 
letters of the alphabet on paper, I positioned them underwater in an area 
of the river. Setting up a camera I began recording the outcomes. The ripples 
on the surface transformed straight lines into organic waves, zig zags and 
gradients. A total of one hundred frames were extracted from the video in 
one second intervals. Each frame captured forms that were momentary and 
unique. One hundred unique typefaces were created in one hundred seconds.
  01:00
poster-3.indd   1 4/21/14   11:53 AM
8180 Shadows of trees wrapping around large rocks, observed on a walk along the James River.
In the river, new forms are created when    
two-dimensional forms are submerged 
under the water. Other times new forms are 
created when two-dimesional forms wrap 
around three-dimensional surfaces.
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PINS AND RINGS
In Fall 2013, I decided to take a jewelry 
course, mainly because of my interest for 
translating my environmental findings 
into different disciplines where they could 
take on other functions. The study of 
jewelry would allow me to communicate my 
observations through three-dimensional form. 
Items of jewelry are considered to be 
precious, no matter their size they acquire 
a different level of attention. My aim in 
translating details found in ordinary environ-
ments into items of jewelry was to bring 
them into focus.
My initial explorations involved extracting 
formal details from natural settings to translate 
into simplified three-dimensional forms. For 
example, holes created by an insect or bird ob-
served on a tree trunk were directly translated 
into a perforated pattern that became a 
copper pin. Later, I began experimenting with 
utilizing natural forms as tools to physically 
shape my outcomes. After collecting dry roots 
from the forest, I placed them in a rolling mill 
between copper sheets. The pressure of 
the rollers transfered the delicate structure 
of the roots onto the surface of the metal. 
Wanting to communicate the delicacy of these 
natural shapes, I decided to transform them 
into minimal pins and rings. In another piece, a 
leaf eaten by an insect was translated 
into a copper pin. After roller printing the leaf 
vein pattern onto the surface of a copper 
sheet, I sawed out the insect holes to reveal a 
delicate composition articulated by nature.
1
2
3
4 5
6
7
8
9
10  1. Root imprint pin I
  2. Holed log pin
  3. Root imprint ring I
  4. Root imprint ring II
  5. Log texture pin
  6. Insect hole leaf pin
  7. Driftwood pin
  8. Root cutout pin
  9. Root imprint pin II
10. Root imprint pin III
8584 Holed log pin, copper.
8786  Driftwood pin, brass.
8988
left: Dry root found in the forest. 
right top: Root cutout pin, copper. 
right bottom: Root imprint pin, copper.
9190 left and right: Flattened dry roots used as two-dimensional forms.
The process of extracting dry roots through 
a rolling mill between sheets of copper 
transfered all of the fine structural details 
onto the metal. I was surprised to discover that 
the delicate structure of the roots would 
remain intact as they emerged from the other 
side of the mill completely flattened.  
Through this physical process three-
dimensional details were translated into two- 
dimensional form. My exploration between 
dimensions continued as I sought ways of 
integrating these natural forms with typograph-
ic content. In retaining their tiny scale, my 
aim was to pull the attention close, and com-
municate the experience of discovering tiny 
details that lie hidden in our environments.
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67 NORTHEAST REGIONAL
During a snowy day in January 2014, I was 
on a train traveling from Philadelphia to 
Richmond. The view from my window was 
a continuous blur of dense forests, frozen 
bodies of water, snow covered fields, 
and occasional farm houses. I started taking 
photographs, one after the other. It was only 
after viewing these images, framed and 
cropped out of the environment, that I noticed 
the variety of beautiful colors that had been 
streaming before my eyes.
left: Color compositions photographed on a train from Philadelphia to Richmond, January 2014.
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Colors are everywhere in our environments, 
and because we are accustomed to being 
surrounded by them, we can forget to take 
notice. Sometimes colors need to be extracted 
from their environments to be truly appreciat-
ed. Furthermore, extracted colors can take on 
important roles as elements that communicate.
Design firm Raw Color extracts color from 
nature. In a series of projects they distill vege-
tables down to colorful dyes that are then 
used as a medium in various printing process-
es, and transfered onto materials such as 
paper and fabric. In 100% Sap (2007) they use 
a special printing technique to transfer dyes 
onto paper, verbal/visual information is slowly 
formed on the surface as the dye is absorbed 
by the paper. In Raw Textiles (2010), dyes 
extracted from vegetables are used to color 
silk scarves. I am interested in how nature is 
transformed into a tool that can function 
in different contexts.
Another project that focuses on color is 
designer Irma Boom’s book, Colour Based on 
Nature (2012). In the book, geographic 
locations from around the world are communi-
cated through pages of colors. Each location 
is assigned unique hues. I am particularly 
drawn to how subjects are affectively commu-
nicated through the use of minimal elements, 
in this case colors. 
top left: 100% Sap (2007) by Raw Color. image from www.rawcolor.nl
top right: Raw Textiles (2010) by Raw Color. image from www.rawcolor.nl
bottom: Spread from Irma Boom’s book, Colour Based on Nature (2012).
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RICHMOND FALL COLORS
Fall has been one of my favorite seasons 
in Richmond, mainly because of the color 
transformations of trees. Greens blend 
into yellows, oranges and reds. Colorful 
textures create compositions like tapestries. 
These changes happen very fast, and 
before long the colorful leaves start to fall 
off branches and cover the ground. The city 
becomes increasingly transparent as bare 
branches are exposed. Similar to shadows 
and drops of rain, the colors of the fall season 
are ephemeral until somehow preserved.
In this project I explored ways of extracting 
and preserving the temporal colors of 
Richmond’s fall season. In my attempt to distill 
the natural environment down to colors, I had 
to start by eliminating all else from the compo-
sition, such as form and texture.
right: Color transformations of trees during the fall season in Richmond.
101100 Various color compositions observed during the fall season in Richmond.
103102
My process began with collecting fallen leaves 
from various trees such as, maple, beech, 
dogwood, pear, oak and gingko. Drying them 
in a very low temperature oven, I was able 
to remove all of their remaining moisture. This 
process preserved majority of their natural 
colors while making the leaves dry enough to 
be ground into a fine powder. 
Using a coffee grinder I ground the leaves 
further to create colorful pigments. Through 
this pro cess, the leaves were removed 
from their original context and distinct form, 
and all that remained were their unique hues. 
Once ground, their colors could be utilized as a 
medium to create new visual compositions. 
left: Dry dogwood leaves. 
right: Process of transforming dry leaves into colorful pigments.
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1 2
3 4
Pigments created by grounding dry leaves.
5 6
7 8
  1. Pear
  2. Unknown tree
  3. Gingko
  4. Oak
  5. Dogwood
  6. Oak
  7. Maple
  8. Beech
  
107106
left: Paper stencil used in leaf pigment form and pattern studies.
right: Form and pattern studies using leaf pigments and paper stencils. 
As I explored methods of utilizing the leaf 
pigments as medium, I realized how precious 
they were. The colorful leaves only existed for 
a short period of time during the year, and only 
a small amount of pigment could be extracted 
from a large number of leaves. Running out 
of pigments would mean waiting until the next 
fall season to collect new leaves to produce 
more pigments. 
In my initial series of experiments, I used the 
pigments without adhering them to the surface. 
This enabled me to reuse them over and 
over again. Cutting paper stencils of simple 
geometric shapes, such as squares and lines, 
I layered loose pigments to create various 
forms and patterns. 
109108 Form and pattern studies created using colorful leaf pigments and paper stencils. 
111110
113112 left and right: Color compositions communicating Richmond’s fall season. 
Influenced by Boom’s book in which she uses 
colors to communicate locations, I explored 
methods of using the colorful leaf pigments to 
communicate the physical environments from 
where they were derived. 
Distilling environments down to color, and 
layering and blending the pigments together, 
I aimed to communicate the ephemeral 
color compositions observed during the fall 
season in Richmond.
115114
ANALYSIS
Distancing myself away from the ordinary in 
search of creative thoughts and inspiration 
has taken me on explorations through natural 
and built environments. I have discovered that 
the extraordinary need not be found in distant 
places, in fact it can be as close as the window 
I look through each day. The extraordinary 
can simply be a detail that goes by unnoticed 
until the moment it is found. My observations 
have showed that our physical surroundings 
are made up of countless exciting parts waiting 
to be noticed.
Elements found in various environments 
around Richmond have been input for a series 
of explorations, in which I focused on two main 
objectives. First, I explored ways of commu-
nicating my findings with others. Secondly, 
I searched for methods of translating my 
findings into elements that could take on var-
ious functions within the design environment, 
beyond just static roles. I aimed to create 
systems and modular elements that could be 
used to generate outcomes. Transforming 
temporal, unique and camouflaged aspects of 
environments into letterforms or mediums that 
can be used to verbally and visually commu-
nicate. The work documented in this book 
became examples of the possible outcomes.
During my process, experiments led my way 
into different disciplines. Photography, jewelry 
design, collage, ink, and video became plat-
forms and tools which I utilized in communicat-
ing my observations and discoveries. 
In the MFA Exhibition at the Anderson Gallery, 
Richmond, I presented a selection of my 
work and process. The chronological instal-
lation, spanning a nineteen foot wall, aimed 
to communicate the elements extracted from 
various environments, and their translations 
into design contexts.
Looking back at my process as a whole 
I see a tree with branches spreading in many 
directions. Some branches are thicker and 
stronger then others, producing other shoots 
as they continue growing. Some shoots are 
too weak to produce leaves just yet. I never 
know where a new branch is going to form, or 
how strong it will be, however I have learned 
to keep my eyes open as not to miss it.
Presentation of work at the 2014 MFA Exhibition, Anderson Gallery, Richmond.
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